Structure of rough, smooth, stripped and reconstituted rough membranes derived from rat liver as visualized by the freeze fracture technique.
The structure of purified fractions of rough, smooth, stripped rough and reconstituted rough membranes have been investigated by the freeze etching technique. Preparations of rough and reconstituted rough membranes, active in protein synthesis, show vesicles whose outer surface is covered with ribosome-like particles. The inner surface of these vesicles contains also numerous particles of the same size. The particles located on the outer surface are largely absent in the stripped rough membrane preparations which, however, retain the particles located on the inner face. Particles were not seen either on the outer nor on the inner face of the smooth membranes. The possibility is considered that the particles located on the inner face are specific to the rough membranes and might play a role in the specific binding of ribosomes to the membranes.